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Low vision people face many daily encumbrances. Traditional visual enhancements do not suffice to navigate indoor environments, or
recognize objects efficiently. In this paper, we explore how Augmented Reality (AR) can be leveraged to design mobile applications to
improve visual experience and unburden low vision persons. Specifically, we propose a novel automated AR-based annotation tool for
detecting and labeling salient objects for assisted indoor navigation applications like NearbyExplorer. NearbyExplorer, which issues
audio descriptions of nearby objects to the users, relies on a database populated by large teams of volunteers and map-a-thons to
manually annotate salient objects in the environment like desks, chairs, low overhead ceilings. This has limited widespread and rapid
deployment. Our tool builds on advances in automated object detection, AR labeling and accurate indoor positioning to provide an
automated way to upload object labels and user position to a database, requiring just one volunteer. Moreover, it enables low vision
people to detect and notice surrounding objects quickly using smartphones in various indoor environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Visual impairment, a pervasive disability, includes limited vision, blurry vision, light sensitivity and blind spots[1]. In
the United States, 19 million people are vision-impaired, encountering daily encumbrances in activities such as indoor
wayfinding, relying traditionally upon audio and visual guidance [2–9]. However, these techniques do not always help
them wayfind and identify objects reliably [10; 11]. For visually impaired people, the American Printing House for the
Blind (APH) built a mobile application named Nearby Explorer [12]. For pilot indoor locations like the Millar Library at
Portland State University, Nearby Explorer organizes periodic map-a-thons with university partners [10], recruiting
and training large volunteer teams to manually enter environmental object data in appropriate annotation formats.
This crowd sourced data, as in other crowd-sourcing efforts [13; 14], and complementary to personal object recognition
methods [15], subsequently provides environmental cues during navigation to visually impaired people. Intensive effort
makes it challenging to extend this greatly needed technology to other buildings.

We propose, design and implement a system to automatically collect data for Assisted Navigation Systems, replacing
human effort with machine learning, augmented reality and indoor positioning technologies. This is non-trivial as it
requires solving several practical challenges in minimizing duplicate object detections, automatically generating and
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Fig. 1. (a) Raycast, the iOS device emits a raycast that collides with target and returns the position. The user can affix a label on the
position. (b) Example of an AR label.

recording object labels, and automatically associating object location with low effort. Our system uses YOLOv3, a highly
accurate object detection algorithm and ARKit to identify objects with AR labels on Apple’s iOS device. We also use
IndoorAtlas, a SDK and cloud service which enable iOS and Android apps to acquire accurate end user position inside
buildings near annotated objects. Relative to other indoor positioning systems, IndoorAtlas is more readily deployable
given building floor plans which are usually available for North American buildings.

The contributions of our paper are two-fold. With our system, one volunteer whomoves around and clicks buttons can
accomplish data collection, greatly reducing both person-hours effort and cognitive load. Moreover, the AR annotation
tool enables people with vision impairment to detect surrounding objects quickly and clearly using smartphones in
various indoor environments. We next describe our work in object detection with AR labels (Section 2), a system built
on this annotation tool (Section 3) and proof-of-concept results from our test environment, the Millar library (Section 4).

2 AR-BASED ANNOTATION

To realize AR-based annotation, we combine an object detection algorithm with the ARKit framework[16]. We train a
custom YOLOv3 model [17] to automatically detect only objects related to wayfinding in our test environment, the
Millar Library. Our mobile iOS app uses this model to automatically generates an AR label if object detection confidence
exceeds a threshold. To create an AR label, we use SceneKit to establish an AR Scene, and the SCNNode class to represent
a position and transform to a 3D coordinate space. App developers can attach geometry, lights and other displayable
content to it. In the main screen, we designed an ARSCNView to display camera tracking status and a button to submit
labels with timestamps to the database. The iOS device updates UI to provide feedback on the state of the AR experience.
Only when tracking status is normal, a user can proceed to detect objects. If tracking status is not available or limited,
the user should follow on screen instructions to adjust status. For example, users cannot move their device too fast,
slowing down their device will reset the tracking status to normal. The users can hold the iOS device, rotate the device
and move around to detect a surface up to a maximum distance of 0.5 m. When an object is automatically detected with
confidence exceeding a threshold, it permits users to add annotation. To avoid repeated annotation for the same object,
we develop a method building on HitTest method in ARKit. It searches the scene for objects corresponding to a point in
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rendered image. If the object has the same name as another previously-labelled object within the scene, this detection
is discarded. We also use a technique called raycast to obtain the position where the AR label is displayed. Raycast,
depicted in Figure 1, is a rendering technique to create a 3D perspective in a 2D map. The iOS app creates a raycast
query by using a 2D screen location and default vector that casts outward in the z-direction from the user.

In Figure 1(a), The iOS ARKit creates a ray in the z-direction and the raycast query checks if a target exists along the
ray and return a three-dimensional position of the target if so. The user can put a AR label on the detected surface.
From the SpriteKit package, we can build the layout of the scene content. We use (i) SKShapeNode to build a rectangle
and SKLabelNode to render the text on it, (ii) SKScene and build it to organize all active SpriteKit content, and add
all nodes to the SKScene, (iii) SCNPlane to build a plane and regard SKScene as its material. When we finally build a
SCNNode and set its geometry as plane, this process yields the AR labels shown in Figure 1(b).

3 A SYSTEM FOR DATA COLLECTION

Our system (see Figure 2) to reduce volunteer workload for data collection in environments like the Millar Library,
comprises an iOS application for AR-based annotation (Section 2) with an Android application for indoor positioning
built upon the IndoorAtlas SDK, whose data streams are integrated using a post-facto database merge. A single user

Fig. 2. System Architecture for Annotated Data Collection. Data from the AR annotation application and an Indoor Positioning
Application are collected concurrently but separately and merged post-facto into a database.

(e.g. a mapping volunteer) simultaneously holds both an iOS and an Android device and slowly walks in the library.
When the iOS application detects an object, the user uploads the annotation with timestamp to a MySQL database.
Concurrently, the user uploads the position coordinates and timestamp of the object label, obtained from Android
(Section 3.1) to another MySQL database. Both databases are merged with a join on the adjacent timestamp field. Thus,
a single volunteer can replace a volunteer team for data collection tasks for applications like Nearby Explorer. In future
work, we plan to eliminate the software-compatibility induced need for a volunteer to carry two mobile devices.

3.1 IndoorAtlas Based Mobile Application

Figure 3 depicts the process used to build the IndoorAtlas based mobile application. We create an IndoorAtlas location
and add floor plans to it (Figure 3(a)), providing the basis for collecting mapping data on site. Our floor plan is the first
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Fig. 3. IndoorAtlas Setup (a) Floor plan of Millar Library, (b) Waypoints added for mapping phase shown as blue dots, (c) Mapping
calibrated with MapCreator2. Almost green route indicates very accurate mapping.

floor of Millar Library. We add 10 way points to pinpoint the location on the floor plan for the mapping phase with
MapCreator2, an IndoorAtlas app (Figure 3(b)). Finally, we calibrate the device mapping and then map with MapCreator2
(Figure 3(c)). Now we can build our own SDK in our Android application with a license to enable location-based features.

Fig. 4. Merged database from volunteer uploaded data, with examples of annotated objects.

4 EXPERIMENT

We performed experiments in PSU’s Millar Library to test our proof of concept. The iOS (version 14.4.2) and Android
(version 11) devices were connected to WiFi access points in our school. We followed the 1st floor plan and detected
objects, obtained corresponding location and uploaded to two databases separately. Finally, we merged the two databases
into one database post facto using a join on the adjacent timestamp, as shown in Figure 4.

5 CONCLUSION

We have proposed a novel automated AR-based annotation tool for assisted indoor navigation systems like NearbyEx-
plorer that aid people with visual impairments. Building on YOLOv3 object detection and ARKit, the AR annotation by
itself, can help vision-impaired people see objects clearly and avoid obstacles. In combination with the IndoorAtlas
based application, it provides an efficient system to reduce volunteer workload for data collection in environments like
Millar Library. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first system to combine advances in object detection, augmented
reality and indoor positioning systems for this specific purpose. In future work, we are pursuing improving the accuracy
of our detection, making indoor and outdoor detection seamless. With the easing of COVID-19 restrictions, we expect
to perform more comprehensive testing and evaluation of our system in diverse environments.
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